
eal estate CEO turns 
motorcyclist philanthropist? 
While it may sound like 
a Hollywood film it is a 
true story of an individual 

who, leveraging his creativity-courage-
and-charisma, rides a motorbike 
25,000km through ten Asian countries 
to raise awareness for the key social, 
environmental and humanitarian issues 
facing the region. Harnessing the power 
and support of mass media, Morgan 
Parker was able to raise 1.6 million 
RMB for his non-profit organization 
Wheel2Wheel, and a map of this 

journey can be seen here http://www.
wheel2wheel.tv/journey.php. During 
his self-funded three month long 
expedition he visited numerous grass-
roots charitable organizations in each 
country, ultimately selecting one cause 
per country to which Wheel2Wheel 
would contribute. 

The selection process ran 18 months 
and involved extensive desktop 
research, field visits, recommendations 
from other charitable foundations and 
friends. Wheel2Wheel had a clear but 
ambitious profile of what they expected 
from an organization. Morgan says, 

R “Wheel2Wheel was looking for small 
grass-roots organizations that were 
tackling a major regional or even 
global issue, but in a local context. 
We sought out groups led by inspiring 
individuals whose passion could capture 
the imagination of our audience. We 
insisted on charitable organizations 
with absolute integrity, administrative 
efficiency and an intelligent approach to 
the issue.” 

This intensive selection process 
resulted in a diverse portfolio, ranging 
from what is considered traditional 
philanthropy (rescuing moon bears 
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and providing an education to under-
privileged children) to more socially 
innovative ventures (GECKO's 
environmental education and Clean 
Air Network's awareness building of 
the dangers of air pollution).  While 
this diversity is inspiring, it renders the 
future monitoring process complicated 
and as such, the team will need to be 
flexible in their judgment, considering 
both the qualitative and quantitative 
impact of each cause. 

In China, Morgan chose the 
Greennovate Environmental Challenge 
for Kids Outreach (GECKO), a non-
profit initiative launched in 2008 
by the sustainability consultancy 
Greennovate. GECKO answers 
the need of raising environmental 
awareness amongst China’s youth 
through their free educational outreach 
program and according to Greenovate 
founder Mihela Hladin, GECKO’s 
goal “is to inspire children to become 
environmental ambassadors to their 
communities and encourage their 
friends, family, and future employers to 
develop a more sustainable lifestyle.”

Impressed by her leadership as 
well as her innovative but realistic set 
of objectives, Morgan recently came 
to Shanghai to support the launch of 
GECKO’s online platform. During 
his trip he offered the Chinese youth a 
profound piece of advice “Don't follow 
the consumption path of developed 
nations.  Choose now to lead a more 
balanced life that prioritizes community 
over self.  Avoid extravagance and find 
value in a harmonious natural life.”

The journey, as well as the 
implications for the charities, has 
sparked much interest globally and 
early 2012 will herald the broadcast of 
a ten episode documentary television 
series that showcases the work done 
by the ten charitable organizations. 
Many wonder when and where the 
next expedition will take place. The 
first Wheel2Wheel expedition was 
an enormous undertaking and “big in 
aspirations” since it touched upon 8 
of the 10 United Nations Millennium 
Development goals. While Morgan 
is not considering expanding the 
organization’s scope to other countries, 
he is discussing the next Asia 
expedition. The second expedition 
however will be narrower in scope and 
location: one issue and one country, 
highlighting the chosen organization 
and its staff. 

Morgan Parker and his astounding 
team have embarked on a journey. Each 
of us has both the power and will to join 
them. 

* Where did you find the inspiration 
for Greenovate? 
I wanted to work as an environmental 
consultant in China but came to realize 
that I had a bigger role to play - I 
needed to help educate businesses and 
communities about what sustainable 
practices are and how individual 
action matters. For the first year and 
a half in China, I kept bumping into 
the same challenge: people are not 
educated about the fact that you 
cannot simply buy trees, or that the 
river will not just get clean overnight. 
However, I was sure that if industrial 
owners had a bigger picture of their 
environmental impact, they would 
change their business ways. With this 
in mind, I decided to stay in China and 
develop a business that is focused 
on environmental awareness - to do 
something that will have an impact on 
China and not only improve my life 
as an expat but also have a bigger 
outreach.

* Who are your partners? 
We are pioneering the Chinese 
sustainability landscape with partners 
including InterfaceFLOR, Fair Labor 
Association, FedEx, Yves Rocher, M 
Restaurants. We are the driving force 
behind MaGiC, an open initiative for 
Chinese brands and manufacturers, and 
GECKO, an environmental education 
curriculum for high schools.

* Tell us about GECKO
One of Greennovate's community 
initiatives is GECKO, an environmental 
curriculum with an outreach of over 
20,000 students in China. To extend 
its influence to all ages beyond the 
classroom, it has recently been 
developed into GECKO Online, a 
bilingual e-learning platform for people 
with a keen concern for our planet and 

curiosity on how to take action. With 3 
lectures already under its belt: Lessons 
from the Past, Energy for the Future 
& Solving Sustainability Challenges, 
GECKO Online strives to develop 1 
lesson each month based on current 
environmental issues. Log on to www.
greennovate.org and provide your 
feedback.

* Why was the GECKO e-learning 
platform launched?
We have been teaching about 
environment for 4 years and 
e-learning can support our efforts and 
make a bigger impact.

* What is the target group?
In China, our primary target group 
is university students and young 
professionals, but in general the age 
could go from 14 up to whoever is 
interested to learn more about how our 
environment works and what we need 
to do to protect our planet.

* How is the platform supported?
Wheel2Wheel and Greennovate support 
the first lessons. For the upcoming 
lessons in 2012 we will be looking 
for sponsors, where Greennovate 
will stay as main content developer. 
We would prefer to stay independent 
from corporate sponsorships due to 
the requests for branding and product 
placements that will decrease the 
credibility of the information we teach.

* What is the main goal of the 
platform for the first year?
To reach 50,000 people to take our 
lectures, to have 10 lectures running, to 
have a library of resources that people 
can use to support the learning.

www.Greenovate.org
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